Instructions for Making your Set of Bristol Centenary Cards
You will need:





a printer that can print both sides of the paper
A4 paper that is suitable for printing both sides
an A4 laminator and laminating pouches
an A4 or larger trimmer (quicker) or large sharp scissors
a pair of nail clippers to trim the corners (or scissors)

1.

Do a trial sheet with page 1 on one side and page 4 on the other.

2.

Check it has come out OK – look through it with a light behind to
see if it matches.

3.

You may need to adjust the margins a bit to get the front and
back to match.

4.

When it’s right, print the 3 sheets with Pages 1 and 4, Pages 2 and
4, Pages 3 and 4, so you have a set of 3 double sided sheets.
Print out Page 5 for the instructions if you like.

5.

Then laminate the sheets.

6.

Cut out the cards on the inside line with the curved corners.

7.

You can use a trimmer for the straight sides then do the corners
after with scissors or nail trimmers,…

8.

Or cut round the line with scissors.

For a longer-lasting job, you can cut out the cards from the printed sheets
one at a time and laminate them so they can be cut out again with a small
border of sealed laminating plastic all round. This takes a lot longer, but if
they are played with a lot, it will stop them peeling apart too easily.
If in trouble, you can email:-

BACEducation@flyers.org.uk

How to Play
Bristol Centenary Cards
How to play the game of Centenary Cards
Deal out all 24 cards to 2, 3 or 4 players. The player on
the left of the dealer turns over their top card and
picks the property that will win. Each player turns over
their top card and the winner collects the cards and
adds them to the bottom of their pack. The winner
starts the next round, and so on, until one player has won
all the cards.
Try other Games, or make up a new one:Snap! Decide what you will call ‘snap’ on – it could be the
same number of wings, or engines, or aircraft that first
flew in the same decade (eg 1910-1919; 1920 – 1929;
1930 – 1939; 1940 – 1949; 1950 – 1959; 1960 – 1969).
Sorting Game Sort the cards in date order of first
flight, or top speed, size or range (how far they could
fly). Look for patterns in the other properties.
Aircraft in the pack:- Boxkite, Scout C, M.1C, Fighter
F2b, Braemar, Tourer, Babe, Bulldog, Britain First,
Bombay, High-Altitude Monoplane, Blenheim, Beaufort,
Beaufighter, Buckingham, Brigand, Freighter, Sycamore,
Brabazon, Britannia, Bloodhound missile, Belvedere, Type
188, Concorde.
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